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Module 9

Implementing Windows 
Server Security

Module Overview

• Overview of Windows Security

• Securing Files and Folders

• Implementing Encryption
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Lesson 1: Overview of Windows Security

• What Are Authentication and Authorization? 

• What Is UAC?

• File and Folder Permissions

• Account Lockout and Password Policies

• Fine-Grained Password Policies

• Auditing Features

• Data Encryption Features

What Are Authentication and Authorization?

User Resource

Who are you?

Authentication: Verifying 
the identity of something 
or someone

Are you on the list?

Authorization: Determining 
whether something or someone has 
permission to access a resource
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What Is UAC?

UAC is a security feature that simplifies the ability of users to 
run as standard users and perform all necessary daily tasks

• UAC prompts the user for an administrative user’s 
credentials if the task requires administrative permissions

File and Folder Permissions

NTFS file and folder permissions:

Shared folder permissions:

• Define local access rights for files and folders

• Always apply

• Define network access rights for folder contents

• Only apply when files and folders are accessed 
over the network
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Account Lockout and Password Policies 

Account and password policies help to mitigate the 
threat of unauthorized account access

Policies Default Settings

Password

Controls complexity and lifetime of passwords

• Complex Password: enabled 

• Enforce password history: 24

• Maximum password age: 42 days

• Minimum password age: 1 day

• Minimum password length: 7 characters

• Store password using reversible encryption: disabled   

Account Lockout

Controls how many incorrect attempts can be made

• Lockout threshold: 0 invalid logon attempts

• Lockout duration: not defined 

• Reset account lockout after: not defined 

Fine-Grained Password Policies

Fine-grained password policies allow for:

Fine-grained password policy components:

• Assigning multiple password and account lockout 
policies to individual Active Directory users or groups 
within the same domain

• Password Settings Container

• Password Settings objects
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Auditing Features

Auditing tracks user and operating system activities, and records 
selected events in security logs, such as:

Enable auditing to:

• What occurred?

• Who did it?

• When?

• What was the result? 

• Detect threats and attacks

• Determine damages

• Prevent further damage 

Data Encryption Features

BitLocker Functionality EFS Functionality

Encrypts volumes (the entire 
operating system volume, 
including Windows system 
files)

Encrypts files

Does not require user 
certificates

Requires user certificates
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Lesson 2: Securing Files and Folders

• NTFS File and Folder Permissions

• Permissions Inheritance

• Shared Folder Permissions

• Evaluating Combined, Shared and Local Folder Permissions

• Considerations for Securing Files and Folders

• Demonstration: How to Secure a Shared Folder

• File Auditing

• Demonstration: How to Configure File Auditing

NTFS File and Folder Permissions

Standard Permissions Special Permissions

• Full Control
• Modify
• Read & Execute
• Read
• Write

• Traverse Folder/Execute File
• List Folder/Read Data
• Read Attributes
• Read Extended Attributes
• Create Files/Write Data
• Create Folders/Append Data
• Write Attributes
• Write Extended Attributes
• Delete Subfolders and Files
• Delete
• Read Permissions
• Change Permissions
• Take Ownership
• Synchronize

Deny permissions typically override Allow permissions
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Permissions Inheritance

Blocking:

When moving and copying, remember:

• Stops a folder from inheriting parent permissions

•Inheritance is used to manage access to resources without   
assigning explicit permissions to each object

•By default, NTFS permissions are inherited in a parent/child 
relationship

• Can be performed at the file or folder level

• Relocating folders and files can change permissions 

• Moving files can have different results than copying files

Shared Folder Permissions

Shared folder permissions apply only to folders shared on 
the network

Shared Folder Permissions

• Read
• Change
• Full Control

Shared Folder Permissions:

• Apply only to folders shared on the network

• Combine with NTFS permissions to grant access when 
folder is accessed over the network
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Evaluating Combined, Shared and Local Folder 
Permissions

By default, the Everyone group is granted the shared folder 
permission Read

����

Users must have the appropriate NTFS permissions for each 
file and subfolder in a shared folder and the appropriate 
shared folder permissions to access those resources

����

The share permissions on a folder apply to that folder, to all 
files in that folder, and to all files in subfolders

����

When you create a shared folder on an NTFS formatted 
partition, both the shared folder permissions and the NTFS file 

system permissions are combined to secure file resources

When NTFS and shared folder permissions are combined, the 
resulting effective permission is the most restrictive one of the 
two permission sets

����

Use the most restrictive permissions possible����

Considerations for Securing Files and Folders

Assign permissions to groups rather than users����

Avoid setting restrictive shared folder permissions����

Use Deny and Full Control permissions with caution����

Use Authenticated Users and Domain Users groups instead of 
the Everyone group

����

Use explicit permissions with caution����

Use the Effective Permissions tool to evaluate permissions for 
individual users or groups

����
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Demonstration: How to Secure a Shared Folder

• In this demonstration, you will see how to create, secure, 
and share a folder

File Auditing

File auditing allows you to:

• Track the use of permissions to access files and folders

• Determine who has modified files or folders

• Ensure file and folder permissions are working 
properly

• Prevent continued unauthorized access to resources

• Provide reporting on file and folder usage

File auditing settings are managed using Group Policy

File auditing must be enabled for any files or folders you 
want audited
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Demonstration: How to Configure File Auditing

• In this demonstration, you will see how to enable and then 
test file auditing
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Lesson 3: Implementing Encryption

• What Are Digital Certificates?

• What Is a PKI?

• How are Digital Certificates Used?

• EFS

• Sharing Files Encrypted with EFS

• Offline File Encryption Using EFS 

• BitLocker Drive Encryption

What Are Digital Certificates? 

A digital certificate typically contains:

• Information about the owner

• The owner’s public key

• Information about the issuer

• Issue and expiry date of the public key

• Serial number of the digital certificate

• Digital signature of the issuer

A digital certificate binds the identity of an individual or 
organization to a mathematically related key pair
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What Is a PKI?

A PKI includes the following main components:

• Certification Authorities

• Certificate Revocation Lists

• CA Management Tools

• Certificates

A PKI is used to distribute and manage 
digital certificates

How Are Digital Certificates Used?

SSL 
(Encrypted)

Contoso
Web 

Server

Plaintext Plaintext

Encrypt Decrypt

Private Key Certificate/Public Key

Web 
Client

Different keys are used to encrypt and decrypt the message
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EFS 

EFS is the built-in file encryption tool for Windows
file systems

EFS:

A user’s public and private keys:

• Is supported only on NTFS volumes

• Enables transparent file encryption and decryption

• Encryption occurs at the file level

• Requires the appropriate cryptographic key to read the 
encrypted data

• Can either be self-generated or issued from a Certificate 
Authority

• Are protected by the user’s password

• Allows files to be shared with other user certificates 

• Encryption occurs at the file level

Sharing Files Encrypted with EFS 

EFS users can share encrypted files with other users

• Use a file share or Web folder

• Users authorized to decrypt can authorize other users

• Authorized users must have EFS certificates

When file sharing with EFS:
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Offline File Encryption Using EFS

Offline file encryption:

• Encrypts locally-cached files only, not the online files

• Provides an additional security measure for offline files

• Encrypts files on a per user basis

Offline file encryption allows a user to encrypt locally cached 
offline files using EFS

BitLocker Drive Encryption

BitLocker provides volume level encryption for 
Windows Server 2008 systems

BitLocker drive encryption:

• Encrypts the computer operating system and data stored 
on the operating system volume

• Provides offline data protection

• Includes system hardware integrity verification

• Verifies the integrity of the boot process

• Can encrypt data drives

• Can encrypt removable drives using BitLocker To Go
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Lab: Implementing Windows Security

• Exercise 1: Configuring an Accounts Policy

• Exercise 2: Securing NTFS Files and Folders

• Exercise 3: Encrypting Files

Estimated time: 60 minutes

Logon information

Virtual machine
6420B-NYC-DC1
6420B-NYC-SVR3

User name Contoso\Administrator

Password Pa$$w0rd

Lab Scenario

• You have been asked to implement a password policy in 
order to meet the requirements of new Contoso, Ltd. 
company security policies.

• You have been asked by your supervisor to create a 
shared folder structure on NYC-SVR3that satisfies the 
Research team’s request for access.

• It has been requested by your supervisor that, on NYC-
SVR3, specific files containing sensitive information in the 
Classified subfolder of the new Research shared folder be 
encrypted to prevent unauthorized access. You have been 
asked to test encryption on the Classified folder.
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Lab Review

• What is the most efficient way to give several users access 
to a shared folder who al require the same permissions?

• What are some of the ways of protecting sensitive data in 
Windows Server 2008?

Module Review and Takeaways

• Review Questions

• Best Practices for UAC

• Best Practices for EFS

• Best Practices for Windows BitLocker
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